How to do a Basic Search in SNAC...

- Begin typing name; SNAC will offer suggestions
- For person names, can do any order: Lee, Harper OR Harper Lee for person name
- For corporate or family names just start typing in natural order: Freer Gallery of Art…

Basic searching starts from the “Search for” box on either Dashboard.
Advanced searching from SNAC Search: On / Off options

Use the On/Off switches to discover more advanced search commands. SNAC will default to “Off”.

Other search tips:
- Pay attention to diacritics: Search both Bronte and Brontë; Antonin Dvorak and Antonín Dvořák
- Remember for corporate bodies there are subdivision names to get North Carolina State University. Department of of Chemical Engineering. Do an advanced search: North Carolina State University + Chemical Engineering
How to do Browse in SNAC...

Once at the Browse search screen, select an entity type, then enter the heading in order … last name, first name, etc. In this example, the Entity Type is person and the search strategy is “Washington, Martha”.